Abstract — This paper reports on the modelling of a direct-driven brushless DC permanent-magnet (BLDCPM) generator to be used in micro-wind turbine applications for long-term wind-speed profiles. Three models are investigated and confronted in precision and computation time. For power loss calculation of BLDCPM generator operating under large time-scale wind-speed fluctuations, an original barycenter method is applied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Brushless DC permanent-magnet (BLDCPM) machines operating in generator mode offer several advantages, such as high efficiency over a wide speed range, low maintenance, greater durability, compactness, and higher power density. Moreover, due to the trapezoidal phase back-EMF of the BLDCPM generator, the rectified DC output voltage has reduced pulsations. Such positive features prompt the BLDCPM generator for use in small-scale wind energy conversion systems (WECSs) [1]-[3].

The direct coupling of the BLDCPM generator to the wind turbine compels it to operate under low-speed and high-torque conditions. The downside of the direct-drive technology is reflected in the cost and weight of the wind generator. The purpose is to search for an optimal design solution of the BLDCPM generator in terms of design specifications, that will give as small power losses as possible over a wind-speed cycle with time-span of one year and consequently maximizing the useful power.

This can be achieved through the bias of an optimization process that tries to find the optimal geometrical and electrical parameters of the generator, for further use in micro-wind turbine applications. As the simulation time is of great importance for the optimization process models with high accuracy can evolve it into a time-consuming process, especially when considering optimization over a wind cycle for the minimization or maximization of different quantities. For this purpose, a compromise must be made between the accuracy of the solution and the computation time.

Three techniques are investigated in this paper for the modeling of the BLDCPM generator: analytical, semi-analytical and numerical. The finite element (FE)-based numerical model, which is based on transient magnetic field analysis of the generator by taking into account the rotor motion, the electromagnetic nonlinearities and the hysteresis current control, reveals high accuracy but under penalty of lengthy computation time.

On the other hand, the semi-analytical model, faster in computation time than the FE model is still dependent on a basic sampling time for neatness in the simulation results, neglects the electromagnetic properties of the machine and can only compute global quantities. Lastly, the analytical model is a static one that does not compute waveforms but only peak or mean values. This is the fastest but roughest model.

The aim of this paper is to pave the way for the future design optimization process by determining a reduced-order analytical model of the BLDCPM generator that can be used in its design optimization for operation under very large wind-speed profile. Also, a long-term wind-speed profile partition technique based on barycenter method, allowing fast exploitation of the available data from the wind-speed profile, is proposed and discussed in terms of generator power losses. The design characteristics and electrical parameters of the BLDCPM generator considered in this paper are those fully described in references [4] and [5].

II. MODELLING OF BLDCPM MICRO-WIND GENERATOR

A. Long-term wind-speed profile and turbine model

Typically, a wind-speed profile consists of a large set of data measurements as shown in Fig.1. The data considered for this paper represent the mean value taken over one hour of wind measurements, every hour for one year, resulting in 8759 of measurements that describe the wind behavior.

Fig. 1. Long-term wind-speed profile representation
The three-blade wind turbine model, delivers power (Fig. 2) expressed as [9]:

\[ P_{wt} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{air} \pi R_{wt}^2 C_p(\lambda) v_w^3 \]  

where \( \rho_{air} \) is the air density (kg/m\(^3\)), \( R_{wt} \) is the radius of the turbine-rotor blades (m), \( v_w \), the wind speed (m/s), and \( Cp(\lambda) \), the power coefficient of the turbine, which corresponds to the turbine studied in [8] and can be found through interpolation as presented in the appendix.

The cut-in speed of the wind represents the start-up of the turbine and the beginning of the wind power extraction until the wind speed reaches its rated value. For wind speeds outrunning this rated value, the turbine is kept to operate at its nominal power by means of different control techniques. When the cut-off wind speed is finally reached, the turbine ceases power generation through its shut-down, for mechanical damage protection.

The BLDCPM generator model is implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment for the overall WECS with the schematic representation of Fig. 4. The reference power is compared to the power of the system and processed by means of a PI controller. The output of this power-regulation block is used for determining the phase reference currents based on the BLDCPM generator switching pattern dependent on rotor angular position. Hysteresis control of stator phase currents is considered to obtain the driving signals for rectifier power devices and for providing the line-to-neutral stator-phase voltages.

Particular quantities, such as the torque ripple and current peak, play a significant part in the design process of the generator. As they are different for each wind speed, in order to see the behavior of the entire system, the wind-speed cycle of 8759 measurements is set as input for the simulation model of the BLDCPM generator and a steady state simulation of one electrical period is carried out for each wind speed in the cycle.

Even before starting the simulation one can presume that it will take a lot of time. That is true, since a fairly large CPU time of 11 hours is needed to perform this type of simulation using MATLAB/SIMULINK software, for basic time-step of 1\( \mu \)s. Hence, considerable time-span is needed in order to use these data together with WECS model in an optimization process that would evaluate them alongside of other design variables for thousands of iterations. Such a strategy is not reasonable, so that the focus should be drifted towards the BLDCPM generator and wind-speed cycle reduced-order models.
C. Long-term wind-speed profile partition by barycenter method

A first attempt in the direction presented above is to maintain the semi-analytical model and find a solution to handle the simulation time over the wind-speed profile. Since through the design optimization of the BLDCPM generator high efficiency is pursued, loss minimization during the wind-speed cycle is required. It should be noted that for this paper, only the copper and the iron losses are taken into discussion.

A first method of determining the power losses of the entire wind cycle is by using each operating point for their calculation. As stated previously, this approach is not adequate due to the large computation time that it requires.

The second method for the losses calculation is based on the barycenter method, which allows to reduce both the simulation time and the wind data that will be considered for the design of the generator. A description of this method was reported in [10], where it was used to reduce the torque and speed driving cycles in the design optimization of an axial-flux traction motor.

This barycenter method is adapted here to the WECS for processing the large amount of wind-speed data. In order to reduce the computation time, the totality of operating points within the wind-speed cycle are replaced with a low number of regions, (Fig.5), whose barycenter are represented by the parameters from (5). These parameters are used for the losses calculation of each region \( r \).

\[
\text{Bary}_r = \begin{cases} 
\overline{v_w}, & \text{mean wind speed} \\
\overline{v_w^2}, & \text{mean square wind speed} \\
\overline{v_w^4}, & \text{mean wind speed of 4th power} \\
n_{pt}, & \text{number of points in the region } r
\end{cases}
\]  
(5)

The copper loss \( P_{j,r} \) and iron loss \( P_{Fe_hys,r} \) and \( P_{Fe_eddy,r} \) for each barycenter are calculated as:

\[
P_{j,r} = 3R_f^2 \text{RMS}_r \cdot n_{pt} \left( \overline{v_w^4} \right)_r
\]  
(6)

\[
P_{Fe_hys,r} = k_{hys} \frac{N}{2\pi} \left( B_{ih}^2 + B_{sy}^2 \right) \Omega_r \cdot n_{pt} \left( \overline{v_w^2} \right)_r
\]  
(7)

\[
P_{Fe_eddy,r} = k_{eddy} \frac{N^2}{\pi^3} \left( B_{ih}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2 \right) \Omega_r^2 \cdot n_{pt} \left( \overline{v_w^2} \right)_r
\]  
(8)

A more detailed explanation on the entire process of how these losses equations were determined can be found in the appendix.

To validate the method, at the first step the copper and iron losses of the BLDCPM wind generator were calculated for all points of the wind cycle by using the semi-analytical model and the totality of each loss was obtained through their addition.

The second step was to compute the losses with the help of the same semi-analytical model by applying the barycenter method and the relations (6)-(8), considering a certain number of regions. A relative error was then calculated between the values obtained at the first step and those from the second step and presented in Figs. 6 and 7 with and without taking into account the ratio of the barycenter parameters. The curves in the figures show that the usage of the barycenter ratio allows to achieve a small error faster and with fewer regions.

D. Analytical model of the BLDCPM generator

The second approach is to preserve the wind cycle and instead reduce the semi-analytical model. To develop an analytical model of the BLDCPM wind generator, the time-based characteristics of the above described model have to
be discharged and reshaped for faster usage. This new model is based on the circuit equations written by considering only the amplitude of the involved quantities. The rotational speed of the generator, being a linear function of the wind speed, it can easily be computed based on the tip-speed ratio equation:

$$\lambda = \frac{\Omega R_{wt}}{v_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The electromagnetic power of the generator ($P_{em}$) is assumed to result as:

$$P_{em} = \begin{cases} 0, & v < v_{in}, \ v \geq v_{max} \\ \frac{\pi}{2} \rho \frac{R_{wt}^5}{\lambda^3} - P_{mech}, & v_{in} \leq v \leq v_b \\ P_r - P_{mech}, & v_b < v < v_{max} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $P_r$ defines the rated power, $v_{in}$, $v_b$, $v_{max}$ represent the cut-in, base and cut-off wind speeds and $P_{mech}$ represents the mechanical loss as [8]:

$$P_{mech} = f_{wl} \Omega^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Due to the fact that the back EMF is proportional to the rotational speed, its amplitude is sufficient to be taken into account for the calculation of the generator phase-stator current peak value:

$$E = k_e \Omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$$I = \frac{P_{em}}{2E}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Furthermore, the developed electromagnetic torque can be computed as:

$$T_{em} = 2k_e I$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The main advantage of this model resides in the fast evaluation time, which is less than one second for the 8759 wind speed measurements, whereas its drawbacks consist in its inability to predict the current and torque ripples.

**E. FE-based numerical model of the BLDCPM generator**

As the non-linearity, the geometry and mechanical movement are not considered by neither one of the previous (the semi-analytical and analytical) models and to ensure a certain accuracy of the system a third model is being investigated and that is the FE-based numerical model.

FE-discretized cross-sectional model of the BLDCPM generator (Fig. 8) was created and subjected to numerical field analysis by means of JMAG Designer software [11].

This model was used only for evaluating the simulation performances in precision and computing time of the previous models of the BLDCPM wind generator.

FE simulations were performed for 2-D time-stepping transient field analysis of the BLDCPM wind generator, operating at rated speed of 490 [rpm] (equivalent to 9 [m/s] wind speed) for supplying an isolated rectifier load. The obtained stator-winding phase-current and electromagnetic torque waveforms are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

As it can be seen from the above figures a peak in the current waveforms results into an additional ripple in the electromagnetic torque. An average torque error between the (i) numerical and analytical models (orange rhomb) and (ii) numerical and semi-analytical models (red circle), as well as a maximum current error obtained likewise are represented in Fig. 11 alongside the CPU computation time, for the base operating point. Whereas the CPU time necessary for one FE simulation of one operating speed of the wind profile is of 1h and 20 minutes, estimation for the entire long-term wind profile gives one year of simulation time.
Fig. 11. Errors for average electromagnetic torque and maximum current in FE, semi-analytical, analytical models vs. CPU time in log-scale

A comparative analysis of the FE-computed and analytically-obtained average electromagnetic torque results for different operating points was carried out and reported in Fig. 12. The low rotational speed of the turbine at low wind speeds resides in a larger error between the torque quantities of the models. As the wind speed and consequently the rotational speed of the turbine increase the tendency of the error is to decrease and stabilize at a certain value representing the error difference between the analytical and FE models. However, due to the peak in the current waveform, instantly transmitted to the torque curve, the direction of the error changes, as seen in Fig. 12.

The Cp (\(\lambda\)) power coefficient of the reference wind turbine is a function of tip-speed ratio (\(\lambda\)) and can be found through interpolation:

\[
C_p(\lambda) = -3.98 \times 10^{-8} \cdot \lambda^7 - 4.21 \times 10^{-6} \cdot \lambda^6 + 2.1 \times 10^{-4} \cdot \lambda^5 - 3.1 \times 10^{-3} \cdot \lambda^4 + 1.64 \times 10^{-2} \cdot \lambda^3 - 0.0176 \cdot \lambda^2 + 0.0174 \cdot \lambda - 1.93 \times 10^{-3}
\]

where \(\lambda\) depends on the turbine rotational speed, \(\Omega\), and on the wind speed, \(v_w\), as in (9).

This rises several constraints to be imposed to the design optimization process in order to achieve the desired performances. Still, regardless of the waveforms of the currents or torque, a significant difference can be observed between the two models, hence, a correction of the analytical model should be effected if considered to be used in design optimization. The same principle is assumed for the semi-analytical model as well.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a reduced-order analytical model is developed for BLDCPM generator in micro-wind turbine applications under wind-speed cycle constraints. The model can be used in design optimization of the generator operating under very large wind-speed profile. With that, a wind-speed cycle partition technique based on barycenter method, allowing easy exploitation of large amount of available data from the wind-speed profile, is proposed and discussed in terms of copper and iron losses of the BLDCPM generator. At last, models performances in terms of accuracy and computation time were confronted against finite element-based numerical field model of the considered BLDCPM wind generator.

IV. APPENDIX

A. Reference wind turbine parameters

Radius of the turbine-rotor blades: \(R_{\text{rot}} = 1.25 \text{ [m]}\)

Friction coefficient: \(f_{\text{rot}} = 0.02 \text{ [Nm/rad]}\)

Optimal power coefficient: \(C_{p,\text{opt}} = 0.441\)

Optimal tip speed ratio: \(\lambda_{\text{opt}} = 6.9\)

B. Barycenter method

The copper loss \(P_j\), as a time-varying function, can be expressed for the semi-analytical model as:

\[
P_j(t) = R\left[i_a^2(t) + i_b^2(t) + i_c^2(t)\right]
\]

From (15) the average copper loss can be found by determining the RMS value of one period (\(0 \leq t \leq T\)) of the function through relations (16)-(19):

\[
P_j = \frac{R}{T} \int_0^T P_j(t) \, dt
\]

\[
P_j = \frac{R}{T} \left[ \int_0^T i_a^2(t) \, dt + \int_0^T i_b^2(t) \, dt + \int_0^T i_c^2(t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
P_j = R \left[ \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T i_a^2(t) \, dt + \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T i_b^2(t) \, dt + \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T i_c^2(t) \, dt \right]
\]

\[
P_j = R \left[ I_{\text{RMS}_a}^2 + I_{\text{RMS}_b}^2 + I_{\text{RMS}_c}^2 \right]
\]

where \(I_{\text{RMS_ph}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_0^T i_{\text{ph}}^2(t) \, dt}\) represents the equation which determines the quadratic mean for each phase current. Assuming that the phase currents have the same RMS value the losses in the stator windings become:

\[
P_j = 3R I_{\text{RMS}}^2
\]

From the turbine power equation it is assumed that the electromagnetic power of the BLDCPM generator is proportional to the cube of the wind speed, whereas its rotational angular speed, \(\Omega\), is linked to the wind speed by relation (21). Therefore, the torque can be also considered
proportional to the square wind speed as in (22) and linked to the RMS current by (23):
\[
\Omega = k_s v_w \tag{21}
\]
\[
T_{em} = k_w v_w^2 \tag{22}
\]
\[
T_{em} = k_l I_{RMS} \tag{23}
\]
where \(k_s, k_w, k_r\) are speed and torque coefficients.

In this context, (20) becomes:
\[
P_j = k_j v_w^4 \tag{24}
\]
where \(k_j = 3R(\frac{k_w}{k_r})^2\). Assuming \(k_j\) is constant within one region, then the sum of copper loss for all the points \(p\) in the considered region \(r\) can be written as:
\[
\sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{j,p} = k_j, r \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w^4 = k_j, r \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w^4 \tag{25}
\]
As \(k_j, r\) is constant, it can be computed for any point of the region, but the barycenter of the considered area is preferred:
\[
k_{j,b} = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w^4}{\sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w} \tag{26}
\]
with \(v_{w,b} = \{v_w\}_b\) and \(I_{RMS,b} = I_{RMS,r}\) its corresponding current, computed for the wind speed \(v_{w,b}\).

Finally,
\[
P_{j,b} = \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{j,p} = \frac{3RI_{RMS,b}^2}{v_{w,b}^4} N_{pt} \{v_w^4\}_b \tag{27}
\]
\[
P_{j,r} = \frac{3RI_{RMS,r}^2}{v_{w,r}^4} N_{pt} \{v_w^4\}_r \tag{28}
\]
and it is based on \(I_{RMS,r}, <v_w>_r, <v_w^2>_r\) to be computed.

The iron losses in the stator core of the BLDCPM wind generator can be computed in terms of hysteresis and eddy current losses [7] as:
\[
P_{Fe\_hys} = k_{hys} f (B_{th}^2 + B_{sy}^2) \tag{29}
\]
\[
P_{Fe\_eddy} = \frac{4}{\pi} k_{eddy} f^2 (B_{th}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2) \tag{30}
\]
where \(B_{th}, B_{sy}\) are the stator tooth and yoke flux densities, and \(k_{hys}\) and \(k_{eddy}\) represent the hysteresis and eddy current loss coefficients, which can be calculated from manufacturer data, and \(f\) is the electrical frequency, which is given by the pole-pairs number and by the rotor angular speed of the machine:
\[
\omega_e = N_p \Omega, \quad \omega_e = 2 \pi f \tag{31}
\]
In this context, (29) becomes:
\[
P_{Fe\_hys} = k_{hys} \frac{N_p}{2\pi} (B_{th}^2 + B_{sy}^2) \Omega \tag{32}
\]
\[
P_{Fe\_eddy} = k_{eddy} \frac{N_p^2}{\pi^2} (B_{th}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2) \Omega^2 \tag{33}
\]

Given also the proportionality of the rotor angular speed to the wind speed:
\[
P_{Fe\_hys} = C_{hys} v_w \tag{34}
\]
\[
P_{Fe\_eddy} = C_{eddy} v_w^2 \tag{35}
\]

where \(C_{hys} = k_{hys} \frac{N_p}{2\pi} (B_{th}^2 + B_{sy}^2)\) and \(C_{eddy} = k_{eddy} \frac{N_p^2}{\pi^2} (B_{th}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2)\).

Assuming \(C_{hys}\) and \(C_{eddy}\) are constant within one region then the sum of iron loss for all the points \(p\) in the considered region \(r\) can be written as:
\[
\sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{Fe\_hys,p} = C_{hys,r} v_w, p \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w = C_{hys,r} N_{pt} \{v_w\}_r \tag{36}
\]
\[
\sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{Fe\_eddy,p} = C_{eddy,r} \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} v_w^2 = C_{eddy,r} N_{pt} \{v_w^2\}_r \tag{37}
\]
As \(C_{hys}\) and \(C_{eddy}\) are constant, they can be computed for any point of the region, but the barycenter of the considered area is preferred:
\[
c_{hys,r} = \frac{P_{Fe\_hys,b}}{v_{w,b}} = k_{hys} \frac{N_p}{2\pi} (B_{th}^2 + B_{sy}^2) \Omega \tag{38}
\]
\[
c_{eddy,r} = \frac{P_{Fe\_eddy,b}}{v_{w,b}^2} = k_{eddy} \frac{N_p^2}{\pi^2} (B_{th}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2) \Omega^2 \tag{39}
\]
with \(v_{w,b} = \{v_w\}_b\) and \(\Omega_b = \Omega_r\) its corresponding rotational speed, computed for the wind speed \(v_{w,b}\).

Finally,
\[
P_{Fe\_hys} = \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{Fe\_hys,p} = k_{hys} \frac{N_p}{2\pi} (B_{th}^2 + B_{sy}^2) \Omega \tag{40}
\]
\[
P_{Fe\_eddy} = \sum_{p=1}^{N_{pt}} P_{Fe\_eddy,p} = k_{eddy} \frac{N_p^2}{\pi^2} (B_{th}^2 + 2B_{sy}^2) \Omega^2 \tag{41}
\]
and it is based on \(\Omega_r, <v_w>_r, <v_w^2>_r\) to be computed.
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